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About This Game

Metal Drift is a vehicular sport combat game set in a distant future. As the player, you command an agile, high powered hover
tank in a futuristic sports arena. Core game play centers on intense tank-on-tank multiplayer team combat seen through an
immersive, first person cockpit. Layered on this is a goal-oriented game type that allows for high level strategy and team

dynamics. Players can level up to unlock new ranks, weapons, and upgrades.

Each weapon and upgrade is specifically designed and balanced to allow different styles of play. Pair up the Stealth upgrade and
the Shock Cannon to uncloak behind an enemy player and unload a devastating blow before disappearing again. Or choose the
Sensor upgrade to see where all the nearby players are, and the Temporal Cannon to shoot them through walls! There are 56

possible combinations – choose whichever suits your strategy.

Multiplayer team-based vehicular combat
5 Different arenas featuring multiple levels and boost tunnels
Persistent leveling system – level-up to unlock new weapons and upgrades
Stats and Leaderboards
56 Different tank configurations
18 Steam Achievements, with more coming soon!
Unique energy management system – accumulate energy and then distribute it to weapons or use it to gain a speed boost!
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Title: Metal Drift
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Sports
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Black Jacket Studios
Publisher:
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Bought the soundtrack only, don't care for the this sort of game at all. But the music in the trailer sold me.
Also had to keep the game up for 5 minutes in order to write this review, thanks Valve!

I was hoping for 10 tracks for $10, but you're only getting 7(and they're like a minute each), I was expecting more :(
And therefor I'm gonna give it a "No" on the recommendation. I could also listen to them all while waiting for them to open up
so I can write this, and they are indeed quite good.. Amazing flight dynamics, and so fun! Get it if you love flying!!!!!. People
hating, this noobs on my team. Amok gameplay.. The music is great.

The UI, the music and the artwork combine to give the game a dark and weird atmosphere. I actually quite like the pixelly art
style too.

Having hexagons instead of the usual squares for this kind of game makes for a nice little twist.

The deal-breaker is that I completed the game in about half an hour and do not feel I have any reason to return to the game.

I think this idea could be very successfull and I urge the developer to expand the game with more content.

As it is a game this short just isn't worth my money and I can't recommend it.. A pug, a penguin, and a cat
Went a jumping, fancy that
In desert, fields, and the snow
That's really all you need to know

It's sold at a decent price
And the game is rather nice
You'll always want to top your score
Which will keep you playing more. Drifting mode is so bad.
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A great game.
Branching storyline, small details that crop up, totally new layer on some starting professions, good writing.
My only 'meh' would be the amount of people you get by the end, feels a bit forced.
Then again, they dont come totally out of the blue.

Overall, a great first chapter.. if you have oculus this game is not for you.... it well not work....
all you can do is power up the lathe. none of the oculus controls work in this
and no way to get into settings if there is a settings.
so into this is fixed or oculus is added i would not buy this if you a oculus user

wish i could get my money back but i had this for a some months now with only 0.3 hours of play time :(
. A well-told, morbid short story with some nifty interactions. A cinematic and melancholy experience that shows how
immersive (and horrifying) the medium of VR can be. Powerful stuff - and free. Wholeheartedly recommended.. Not bad for
Max Payne knock off but the AI is ridiculously accurate than you plus the final boss fight is full of BS. I looked forward to
Terra Mystica, not just for myself but for others who could learn the game and enjoy it that didn't have a nearby audience that
would be attuned to these types of games.

The digital version, instead of facilitating adoption, inhibits it with a grossly haphazard interface that adds even *more*
confusing learning points than the game itself.

Terra Mystica is a simple game with lots of iconic considerations. The digital version obscures the simplicity beyond esoteric
interface decisions, a tutorial that leaves more questions than answers, and a lackluster presentation rife with inconsistencies and
dead ends.

As a rendition of Terra Mystica, it's sufficient in the way a service elevator will get you to another floor, and no more.
Absolutely could have been a highmark achievement and an opportunity to make Terra Mystica available to a large audience,
but fails.

. dont work on oculus
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